
Chapter 14  

1. Discrete units called ___________________________ are used to passed heritable traits from 

parent to offspring. This is theory in which modern genetics is based on, which was founded by a 

man named ___________________________ ___________________________. 

 

2. A heritable trait like eye color is called a ___________________________ and 

___________________________ can come in different varieties and these variations are called 

___________________________.  A somatic cell has two copies of every gene, one from both 

parents. If the two genes have identical alleles, they are considered 

___________________________ and if they have different alleles, they are 

___________________________. The genetic makeup, or the set of alleles is called the 

___________________________ while what is actually expressed will be the 

___________________________. Alleles are divided into separate gametes during meiosis due 

to a specific law (___________________________ ___________________________ 

___________________________) so gametes only possess one copy of the gene. 

 

 

3. In a ___________________________ breeding experiment, only one character is examined a 

time. In Mendel’s classic ___________________________ cross, the P generation consists of 

two ___________________________ ___________________________ individuals meaning that 

always produce an offspring with a specific trait. In other words, they are 

___________________________. So when two of these ___________________________ 

___________________________ individuals with different traits are bred, they produce all 

___________________________ offspring in F1 generation. ___________________________ 

have a ___________________________ allele and a ___________________________ allele. The 

___________________________ allele is the variation that will be expressed in this type of 

combination. 

4. If F1 offspring interbreed, they will produce F2 offspring. ___________________________ out 

of the four will display the dominant trait while ___________________________ out of four 

offspring will express the recessive trait. This is considered the ___________________________ 

ratio. The ___________________________ ratio will be ___________________________. What 

does each one of those numbers mean in that ratio? 

 

5. A ___________________________ cross follows two characters at once. For this lesson, it is 

okay to assume that the alleles for the two characters are on separate chromosomes. This 

means that when ___________________________ ___________________________ takes place 

during meiosis 1, pairs of chromosomes will segregate into different gametes and therefore will 

get different combinations of the both characters’ alleles. This means an individual that is 

heterozygous for 2 genes, A and B (AaBb), could produce 4 different combinations of alleles in 

the gametes. What are the four gametes? 

 

6. If this individual was crossed with another AaBb, it would show a predictable phenotype ratio of 

___________________________. What do each of those numbers mean? 



 

 

 

 

7. For the rule of multiplication and the rule of addition, use this link 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/classical-genetics/mendelian--

genetics/a/probabilities-in-genetics 

 

8. Up until now, this lesson has been discussing ___________________________ dominance, 

where one allele has been completely dominant over the recessive allele. Another name for this 

is “Simple Mendelian Inheritance” and there are other types of inheritance to be discussed. 

___________________________ dominance occurs when neither allele is dominant over the 

other. When this type of dominance is present, ___________________________ have a 

phenotype that is an intermediate between the homozygotes’ phenotype. 

 

9. Another type is ___________________________. Like incomplete dominance, neither allele is 

dominant over the other. The difference is that ___________________________ express both 

alleles’ gene products independently. A good example is blood. There are 3 alleles (multiple 

alleles): A (IA), B (IB) and O (i) The A and B alleles are dominant over the O. A and B are 

codominant to each other. This gives 6 possible genotype and 4 possible phenotypes. 

 

10. ___________________________ occurs when a single gene affects multiple phenotypes. For 

more information, use this link: 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/classical-genetics/variations-on-mendelian-

genetics/a/pleiotropy-lethal-alleles-and-sex-linkage 

 

11. ___________________________ ___________________________ occurs when multiple genes 

affect a single phenotype. 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/classical-genetics/variations-on-mendelian-

genetics/a/polygenic-inheritance-and-environmental-effects 

12. ___________________________ occurs when two or more genes interact with other genes 

masking the phenotype of the other genes. 
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